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Ⅰ. Introduction

Precise control of hyperfine matterwaves via Raman excitations is

instrumental to a class of atom-based quantum technology. We drive an

intermediate single-photon detuning , where rotations of atomic

spinors are biased by substantial light shifts. Taking advantage of the fixed

bias angle, we demonstrate numerically and experimentally that composite

biased rotations can be optimized to enable precise ensemble spinor

matterwave control within nanoseconds. According to the latest results, we

have achieved gate fidelity exceeding 99.2% with pulses duration time in a

few tens of nanoseconds (~64ns).

Ⅱ. Theoretical Model[1]

Ⅲ. Pulse shaping[1]

‘Composite Biased Rotations ’ (CP-BR) 

• Multiple Zeeman-spins

Ⅳ. Experimental setup and results

Ⅴ. conclusion

Ⅵ. Reference

• Optimization algorithm-GRAPE

SU(2) rotation operator:

Gate fidelity:

Gradient:

• Pulse noise resilience
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• Ramsey Interferometry and Multiple 𝜋-Gate

• Quantum process tomography

• Randomized benchmarking and dynamic decoupling[2,3]

• The experimental setup and measurement procedure

~50m fiber delay

fEOM~16GHz carrier

Theoretical calculations indicate that high-fidelity matterwave

control for different Zeeman spinors can be realized in parallel.
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We propose the composite biased rotation method

supports a suitable single photon detuning ∆ to

balance the optical power efficiency with the

requirements on the control speed and/or the

suppression of excited-state dynamics. Now we have

achieved exceeding 99.2% Gates operation efficiency

in our latest experimental results. This lays out the

foundation for our next step for realizing practically

useful large momentum transfer in Raman atom

interferometry.

Random Gates Sequence

Nexp = 4 Nexp = 4*4 Nexp = 4*4*4

Welcome to visit our lab and website: https://ultracontrol.fudan.edu.cn
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